
 
 

 

MailCon 

Camera Systems for Lettershops,  
Document and Mail Precessing 
 

 

 

  



 
 

 

The Universal Reader for Lettershops 

Bar codes 

Datamatrix 
ECC200 from 8 x 10 to 144 x 144 
Several coding 
Orientation tolerance: 360° 

NEW: ISO/IEC 15415 compliant 
print quality check 

Images on the right: 

MailCon manages reflections, bad 

 2 /5 industrial, interleaved 
 Code39 
 Code93 
 Codabar 
 Code128 
 Pharmacode 
 EAN8, EAN8+2, EAN8+5 
 EAN13, EAN13+2, EAN13+5 
 UPC-A, UPC-A+2, UPC-A+5 
 UPC-E, UPC-E+2, UPC-E+5 
 RSS-14 ... 

Orientation tolerance: 360° 
NEW :  ISO/IEC 15416  
compliant print quality check 



 
 

 

focus and poor print quality ! 

QR-Code 
Orientation tolerance: 360° 
NEW: ISO/IEC 15415 compliant print quality check 

PDF417 
Orientation tolerance: 360° 
NEW: ISO/IEC 15415 compliant 
print quality check 

OMR 
Single or dual track OMR codes, 
Orientation tolerance +/- 45° 

 

OCR 

Letters and digits in teachable 
fonts orientation tolerance +/-45° 

Innovative Address Recognition 
Addresses containing digits capital and lower case letters, points, dashes and special 
characters using teachable fonts with an orientation tolerance of +/-45°. Readable fonts are for 
example:  



 
 

 

Arial, Verdana, Courier. Specifications on request. 
Allows matching of letters and personalized supplements without match codes, using names  ! 

 

Bundle change marks 

Consisting of distinctive geometric objects like for example filled squares. 

Flexible Camera Systems for the Industry 
PC based systems, well-proven operating system 

Up to eight cameras on one system 

Gigabit Ethernet Cameras are supported and can be installed up to 100m away from the 
central unit using a simple network cable 

Image resolutions between 640x480 pixels and 4000x3000 pixels are available. 
  

Dozens of camera models with integrated or external LED flash light, hinged bracket mount, 
high quality optics, cameras for rough environment (IP65/67) or low cost versions can be 
selected according to certain requirements. 

LED flash lights which emit a very bright and short light pulse allow to capture  sharp images even 
at high transportation speeds. 

Use of modern multi CPU and multi core PC systems 

File based mail processing: Imagine a high volume job has to be printed days or weeks 
before it is processed on the mail inserter. After printing is done your customer changes some 
demands on short term, like: Recipient X must not receive the mailing or an other must receive 
an additional selective supplement. MailCon allows short term change of machine control 
information using control files! 

Let us know your demands and we will prepare a quotation for a customized camera system 
matching your needs. Embedded systems for low cost or systems with multiple CPUs for high 
performance.  
 
If necessary multiple MailCon systems can be cascaded to use more than eight cameras. 
 



 
 

 

Features and Functions 
The reading result can be subdivided into user defined segments which can be assigned to 
functions or certain checks. This allows to control many mail inserters or document 
processing equipment. 

Matching 

Make sure personalized supplements are combined with the appropriate letter and envelope 

Selective supplements 

If supported by the mail inserter MailCon can control selective supplement 

Sequence check 
Check if successive documents are in a sequence. Double sheet detection is one of the 
possible uses of this function. 

ZIP and bundle sorting, bundle change mark processing 

Control mail sorting equipment reading ZIP codes or other codes or marks. 

Document type matching 
A camera verifies if a read document ID matches a given value or a corresponding supplement 
ID on the master document. 

Read and Print 
MailCon reads a reference code on a letter, tracks the letter through the machine and sends 



 
 

 

the right address data for the envelope to an inline printer. 

Production reports 
The read information can be written into files, found in files etc. 

Customer specific functions are possible on request ! 

  



 
 

 

Supported Interfaces 
All standard interfaces of a PC are supported to transmit the control data to a PLC, or to 
computers in the company network. Protocols can be defined by the user. 

MailCon can generally replace old camera systems without programing! 

Up to 64 isolated digital I/Os 
Allow communication with many even old machines using digital I/O signals. It can also be 
used to control simple equipment like magnetic valves or lamps directly. 

Serial interfaces 
This interface allows to replace existing code readers or bar code scanners, which are using 
the serial interface for data transmission, by MailCon cameras.  

Ethernet Adapter (10/100/1000 Mbit/s) 
It is easy to integrate MailCon into a networked production environment or to install a MailCon 
camera system on modern mail inserters like Buhrs BB300 10K, BB600 or BB700 without 
software changes. 

File 
Using the file interface features like production reports, file based machine control, read and 
print etc. are possible. 

Supported Systems 
Mueller with bar code or Data Matrix reader interface. 



 
 

 

Buhrs mail inserters: old BB300 with or without BNC interface, 
BB300 10k prepared for readers, BB600 and BB700 prepared 
for readers. 

Diverse mail inserters with digital signal interfaces, at least a 
„STOP“ input 

Several mail inserters or document processing systems which 
have a documented interface for bar code scanners or code 
readers. 

Film wrapping machines with appropriate and documented 
interfaces 

Mail sorting equipment 

Inline address printer systems using RS232 or LAN (TCP/IP) 
interfaces. 

Printing systems for print quality inspection etc  

Easy Handling 
During development of MailCon special care was taken on easy handling. Many settings are 
preset automatically to allow a quick start. Experienced users can enhance settings manually if 
necessary. 



 
 

 

 

The program is operated using the button bar shown above.  
The user friendliness can be demonstrated easily using DataMatrix: 

Setup cameras 

 Using the Setup button you get into the camera setup dialog. 

 

Choose a camera 
The list on the left shows all connected cameras. Click on the camera you want to 
setup. 

 

Live image, focus, iris and trigger point 

To switch to live image mode push the button on the left and adjust focus and iris of the 
camera. 

 Use the zoom buttons to see the result from a distance. 



 
 

 

Leave the live image mode by pushing the live image button again. 

If your camera system is equipped with a trigger generator, then you can teach the 
trigger point by pushing the button on the left. After that the camera will capture an image at 
the current position of each machine cycle.  
Else you would have to adjust photocells or setup the trigger appropriate to your machine. 



 
 

 

Define a reading zone and select a code to read 
Up to four reading zones can be defined in 

the image area of a camera. In each reading zone 
one of the readable codes can be read. 

Use the mouse to draw a reading zone. 

Select the code to be read in this zone from a list. 
In this case DataMatrix is used. 



 
 

 

The reading result appears in the upper left corner 
of the zone. 
Setup is now done for this camera. If necessary 
an additional dialog can be opened to modify 
parameters for the chosen code. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More information on request. Errors and omissions expected. 
Information is subject to change without notice. 

 


